My thanks to the exhibitors for making this a truly memorable appointment with a record entry. By
coincidence it is thirty years this year since I acquired my first French Bulldog and it was a great honour to
be invited to judge a breed with which I have had such a long association. In recent years French Bulldogs
have received quite a negative press health-wise but I found no evidence of poor breathing whilst
movement has improved tremendously.
VD. (2.1)
1st Mavro-Michaelis’ SHOEBRIDGE FRANCS
Br. This 9 year old really did not look his age and still displayed good breed type. Nicely balanced head with
round dark eyes and high set ears. Good bodyshape with plenty of rib and moved as one half his age.
MPD (2.0)
1st Oneill’s TILLCARR SUITED AND BOOTED AT AXLBROOK Br. Most attractive head with good strength
of skull and wellset ears. Good width between the eyes which are round and dark and nicely set. He has a
pleasing head in profile and a good overall bodyshape with excellent neck. The makings of a good roach
but just needs to drop a little in front which should widen him at the shoulder.
2nd Clarke’s EASTONITE CLARKE KENT . Fawn. This 8 months old has a nice make and shape to the
head but just needs to fill out under the eyes and widen a little in foreface. Lovely width between the eyes
and nicely defined cheeks. Good depth to the rib with plenty of bone and a cobby bodyshape. Nicely
angulated hindquarters.

PD (9.1)
1st Tilley’s YNNIZIN'S JEAN-PIERRE PAPIN AT MOSSPORT. Fawn. Strong skull with enough work. Good
width between the ears which are well set and nicely shaped. Excellent length from eye to ear with the eyes
set well apart and the nose set correctly between. Good depth and width to the foreface with perfect
dentition. Most pleasing bodyshape in profile with enough neck into a well made shoulder which just needs
to develop a little more width to square off the front. Nice topline and depth of rib with a correct tuck-up.
Good overall body length to a nicely made back-end and low tailset. BPD.
2nd Marshall’s SIBOVELD'S SAN QUENTIN. Br. Square skull with well-set ears and ample width between
eyes. Nose placement is correct for his age and shows the makings of a lovely layback. Good front and
shoulder with ample bone. He has a correct length of neck into a pleasing topline with excellent depth
through the chest and brisket. At the moment he has a slightly exaggerated tuck-up which should sort itself
out with maturity.
3rd Howarth’s GIZYJO ROCKY MARCIANO. Fawn. Strong head type with good nose placement and well
padded foreface. Nicely arched neck into a well made shoulder with good width and depth to the rib. At the
moment a little weak in pastern which gives him the appearance of being a shade low to ground. Otherwise
nice bodyshape with a well made back end and a low tailset.

JD (11.0)
1st Ellison’s CELTICLIBRID BRAVE HEART . Br. A most attractive head with ears set high and wide with a
flat skull between. Well set eyes of good shape and well defined cheeks. Powerful neck into a well made
front and shoulder and cobby body. Nice depth through the rib and an excellent tuck-up. Moved freely and
beautifully presented.
2nd Elsbergiene’s MIRUS TANGRAM BOLIVAR. Br. High set ears of good shape and used to advantage.
A square skull with excellent width between the eyes which are round and dark. Nicely made front and
shoulder with good feet and pasterns. A pleasing bodyshape with the makings of a good roach when he
drops a shade more behind the shoulder. Moved well.

3rd Smith’s TULSKAYA AKVAREL DARIAN DE TREVIL BELLICOSE. Br. Strong square skull with
excellent width between the ears which could be slightly higher set. Super width between the eyes with a
good nose placement between. Plenty of width to the foreface which is well cushioned and nicely filled
under the eyes. Correct length of neck into a nicely made shoulder and good body length. Although he has
a good tuck-up his topline could be a little more roached.

YD (14.2)
1st Thomas’ KING ARTHUR DE CANIPALMA AT SANDYLAKE. Br. What a nice size this dog is! A nicely
proportioned head with a square skull which is flat between the ears and has the correct amount of work.
Round dark eyes set well apart helped to give the correct expression. He has a good nose placement and
an excellent fit of underjaw. Most attractive bodyshape with a powerful neck into a well constructed front
and shoulder with ample bone and good feet and pasterns. Plenty of depth through the well rounded rib
giving a good width to the brisket. Nice tuck-up and tailset and a well constructed hindquarter. Considered
for the RCC but just lost out to his sire on maturity.
2nd Rodriguez’s ALEJANDRO DE LA VIRREYNA. Br. Good strong square skull with ears set wide apart
and although the ears could be a little larger they were used to advantage. Round dark eyes well positioned
and set wide apart with nose correctly set between. Plenty of width to the foreface and a lovely fit of
underjaw. A good neck into a well constructed shoulder but just needs to widen a little in front. Pleasing
underline with a correct tuck-up and a nicely made backend. A shade more roach would complete the
picture.
3rd Conway & Chapman’s NORCAIRN FABULOUS FRANK. Fawn/Pied. Strong headtype with nicely set
ears and well defined cheeks. Good nose placement with open nostrils and a good sized nose leather. A
well arched neck into a strong front and shoulder with excellent bone down to strong pasterns and correct
small compact feet. A slightly exaggerated roach spoils the profile a little but he has a nicely angulated
hindquarter and good width through the second thigh. Moved well and beautifully presented.

PGD (13.4)
1st Hynd’s BULL FIGHTER AT TARBHCHU. Pied.
Attractive headtype with everything in balance. A good square skull almost flat between the ears which are
set wide apart and carried high. He has round dark eyes and a nose set correctly between. Nice depth to
the foreface with ample spread. A well made forequarter with enough width of front to give the correct
squareness and enough bone down to neat feet and pasterns. Quite short coupled but he has a good depth
to the rib and correct tuck-up. Neat backend and he looked good coming and going.
2nd Brown’s KUREDEUX SOUL REBEL. Br. An overall strong head with ample width of skull and good
length from eye to ear. His ears are set high and wide and used to advantage. Round dark eyes with ample
width between and correctly low set in skull. A well cushioned foreface with plenty of width and depth. Well
arched neck into a pleasing topline and good depth of body. Good bone but could be a shade stronger in
pastern which would give him a little more length on the foreleg and square off his front. Nice body length
and a neat well made back end.
3rd Scott’s AMUELLE MONSIEUR ALPHONSE. Fawn. A strong head with perhaps a shade too much work
but a square skull and well defined cheeks. Lovely width between the ears but the carriage could be slightly
higher. Nice width and depth to the foreface. Nicely balanced throughout with a pleasing front and free
movement.

MLD (9.1)
1st Gura-Mallon’s CELTICLIBRID TEDDINGTON
. Br. Lovely head type of correct make and shape. Ears set high and wide with good flat skull between and
excellent length from eye to ear. He has round dark eyes set wide apart and a nose placement at just the
correct height giving that typical breed expression. Nice width and depth to the foreface and completely in
balance with the rest of the head with an excellent fit of underjaw. Correct length of neck into a nicely made
topline finishing off with a low tailset. Ample depth through the body and most pleasing underline. Just
enough width to the front and a well made back end made him a pleasure to watch coming and going.
2nd Eskrett’s RISETHOR SWEENEY TODD. Br. A well made head with a square skull and high set ears of
correct shape. He has well defined cheeks and a lovely width between the eyes. Enough width and depth
to the foreface to balance out the head with a nice fit of underjaw. Strong neck into a powerful front and
shoulder giving plenty of width. Nice depth to the rib which is well sprung. Pleasing topline and underline to
a well made back end. Lovely width through the second thigh.
3rd Wallace’s RYCOLAH HEMLOCK. Fawn. Plenty of work in the skull but no hint of coarseness. Ears set
high with ample width between and a lovely length from eye to ear. Round dark eyes set wide apart with
good stop between. A nicely padded foreface and pleasing fit of underjaw. Pleasing profile with everything
in balance and well constructed fore and aft. Nice depth through the rib, pleasing topline and a correct tuckup. He has a neat back end giving the correct pearshaped body.

LD (14.3)
Entries: 14 Abs: 3 1st Morgan & Ling’s NORCAIRN DARK N DEBONAIR AT TYTORRO. Br. A nicely
balanced square head with plenty of strength but no hint of coarseness. He uses his well shaped ears
correctly and has great width between his round dark eyes. He has a well placed nose with a deep stop
and a lovely depth through the foreface with well padded flews. A strong neck into a correctly made front
and shoulder, giving him width, he has plenty of bone, strong pasterns and neat feet. A cobby bodyshape
where a little more roach would complete the picture, but he has a nice tuck-up and well made hindquarter.
2nd Iseton’s BOBISO FRANK SINATRA. Br. A nicely balanced head with most attractive earset and
carriage. Correctly domed forehead to expressive round dark eyes. Good nose placement and well defined
cheeks. Most pleasing bodyshape with plenty of depth through the rib and ample chest and brisket. A nice
topline finished off well with a low tailset. For overall balance he could be a shade higher on the foreleg but
he has a nice tuck-up and well made backend.
3rd Davis’ BREAKSDALE TEDDY EDWARDS ROWENDALE . Fawn. A strong head with a square skull
and good width between the ears which are set high and wide. Fantastic width between the eyes with a
depp stop between and good nose placement. A well padded meaty foreface with a good fit and turn of
underjaw. Nicely arched neck into a good front and shoulder although could have slightly heavier bone.
Nicely balanced through the body which showed on the move. Looked good coming and going.

OD (19.4)
Entries: 19 Abs: 4 1st Rodriguez’ FRA/SPA/INT/GER/ROM/BUL/VDH CH MAXIMO DE LA VIRREYNA. Br.
A cracking example who just oozes breed type. Looks all male but with no exaggeration or coarseness. A
beautifully balanced head with lovely earset and carriage and super nose placement. He has a lovely front
and shoulder giving enough width with a rounded brisket. Powerful neck with a well constructed front and
well ribbed behind he has a gentle roach and equally nice tuck-up. A light well made hindquarter and
heavier front end gives him the desired bodyshape. The correct size and owned the ring on the move. I was

pleased to award him the CC & BOB and he shone in the group.
2nd Sanchez & Delgado’s BOULE & ONUBA ZENITH. Br. Another from the top drawer with a head that is
so nicely put together. Everything in balance with an excellent nose placement set neatly between the
eyes, which are round and dark. A nicely padded foreface with meaty flews and well filled under the eyes.
Well defined cheeks gives the head balance and an overall squareness. Good depth through the body and
a gentle roach with a correct tuck-up. Would prefer him a shade longer in loin but he moved well and his
overall qualities carried him through to the RCC.
3rd Friend’s AM CH KINGFRIEND MR CHOW. Br. Another typey male with so much to like. A strong
square skull with excellent width and good earset and carriage. He has round low set eyes with a good
nose placement and excellent layback. A cobby body with a strong forequarter with ample rib and good
depth to the chest and brisket. Could have a little more roach but he has a nice tuck-up and a well made
backend. Well presented and looked good on the move.

VB (5.1)
1st Quin’s ABBEYMILLS JAVU DAY AT NIROJO.Br. An 8 year old put down in lovely condition and only
looking half her age. Still showing great breed type with an attractive head and expression, true front and
attractive bodyshape. Moved correctly and with ease.
2nd Stanfield’s NOKOMIS WHISPERING BREEZE AT MAYOBIE. Br. Another 8 year old with a strong
head and a lovely earset and carriage. Round dark eyes set well apart and a lovely nose placement. Cobby
bodyshape and a good topline. Did not move quite as freely as 1 above.
3rd Souter’s TOMMYVILLE TOPPING AT GREUSAICHE. Br. Attractive head type and at 8.5 years could
still hold her own with the youngsters. Excellent movement.

MPB (2.0)
1st Wildman’s WILDAX PRINCESS TIPPY TOES
. Br. Such a pretty baby with a beautiful head and expression. A square head which is balanced throughout,
round dark eyes set well apart and excellent nose placement. Good width and depth to the foreface with
well defined cheeks. Lovely ears of correct size and shape set wide apart on a flat skull and used to
perfection. Very nice profile with a shapely topline and well put together fore and aft. BPIB.
2nd Porter’s ARDHUB SLAP AND TICKLE. Fawn. Another quality youngster with much to like. Not quite
the maturity in head but so much to like with her round expressive eyes set well apart and her lovely earset
and carriage. She has a square front and good depth through the body but just needs to develop a little
more shape to her topline. Neat backend and moved well.

PB (12.1)
1st Weir’s CELTICLIBRID BREAKTHRU. Br. Beautiful head and expression with correctly set ears of good
size and shape on a square skull. Lovely width between round dark eyes and excellent nose placement.
Ample depth and width to the foreface with a super fit of underjaw. Good neck into a well made square front
and shoulder and a nicely proportioned body which just needs to develop a little more roach as she
matures. Beautifully presented by her young handler.
2nd Holt & Banks’ BANKHOLT EARTH ANGEL. Fawn. Good strength of skull with a lovely length from eye
to ear. Expressive eyes set well apart but just needs to strengthen a little in foreface as she matures to
balance the head, although she does have well defined cheeks. A nice front and shoulder with ample bone
and a good overall bodyshape although she needs to develop a little more roach.

3rd Mavro-Michaelis’ KONTESS V H BULLENPARADIJS. Br. A nicely proportioned head with a wide flat
skull, good earset and carriage and good depth through the head. Square front but could have a little more
bone. Nice topline and tuck-up to a well rounded hindquarter which could have a little more angulation. Well
presented.

JB (19.4)
1st Holt & Banks’ NORCAIRN DARK 'N' DAZZLING AT BANKHOLT. Br. Most attractive head and
expression with ears of correct shape and size set high and wide with flat skull between. Plenty of width
between the eyes with a deep stop and good nose placement. Correct neck into a well made front and
shoulderand a cobby bodyshape. A nice topline finishing off correctly over the rump into a well made back
end with good width through the second thigh. Moved well.
2nd Burrows & Gavaghan’s VAGHNAS ANDORRA. Br. A most attractive head with expressive eyes which
are round and dark. Excellent nose placement and a lovely fit of underjaw. Good width and depth to the
foreface giving correct balance to the head. Well made front and shoulder with ample width to the chest
and brisket. Pleasing bodyshape in profile and moved freely.
3rd Gavaghan & Hay’s VAGHNA'S ATHENA. Br. A pretty head and expression with a square skull and
excellent lowset eyes with good nose placement. Well padded flews and an attractive fit of underjaw. Well
defined cheeks. Good length of body with nice depth through the rib and enough width of chest and brisket
to square the front. Could have a shade more roach but nicely made haidquarter with good angulation.

YB (20.5)
1st Jennings’ KINGFRIEND MISS CALIFORNIA. Br.
Very feminine with most expressive round dark eyes set well apart. The nose placement is excellent and
she has a lovely layback. Enough width and depth to the foreface with a pleasing fit of underjaw and well
defined cheeks. A lovely front and shoulder giving the correct squareness with ample bone down to strong
pasterns. She has depth and spring of rib giving her the correct brisket. Although quite short coupled she
still looks balanced in profile and has a tuck-up although a little more roach would complete the picture.
2nd Burrows & Gavaghan’s VAGHNAS ANDORRA. Repeat from class above.
3rd Esposito’s JAFRAK LA DI DA OSSIDCLA. Br. Strong head with plenty of work but no coarseness.
Nose placed well between round dark eyes with plenty of spread and depth of foreface. A wide flat skull but
ears could be set a shade higher. Quite compact in bodyshape with good depth through the rib and enough
width of front. Topline a little level but she has a good tuck-up. Good movement.

PGB (19.5)
Entries: 19 Abs: 5 1st Smith’s RISCHALE OPHELIA. Fawn.
Lovely width and length of skull with eyes set low and with ample width between. A deep stop and good
nose placement come together to make a most attractive head and expression. Good width and depth of
brisket gives her a square front with ample bone. Good overall bodyshape which is nicely balanced
throughout. A quite shapely topline which finishes off nicely over the rump and a correct tuck-up. Moved
well and looked good coming and going.
2nd Wildman’s WILDAX DIANA ROSS . Br. Expressive round dark eyes correctly set into a strong square
skull with an excellent nose placement. Well defined cheeks and a good depth and width to the foreface.
She has nicely placed ears which she uses to advantage. Strong neck into a well made forequarter with
lovely depth through the rib. Although she has a slightly exaggerated roach she has a good tuck-up, correct
length of loin and a nicely made back-end. Moved well.

3rd Howarth’s GIZYJO MISS GARBO. Fawn. Very feminine with enough strength of skull but needs a little
more foreface to balance. Nice earset and carriage and good eye shape and colour. Strong neck into a well
put together front and shoulder assembly with plenty of depth through the chest and brisket. A little flat in
topline but she is short in loin with a good tuck-up and a nicely made backend.

MLB (12.3)
1st Gurra-Mallon’s PORTMAIN SALLY CINNAMON CELTICLIBRID. Br. Very feminine with an
unmistakable look of quality. The head is so well balanced throughout with ears of correct size set high and
wide on a flat skull with the correct amount of work. Beautiful round dark eyes with ample width between
and a lovely nose placement. She has just the correct length of flew which is well padded and a super fit of
underjaw. She has a square front with strong pasterns and neat feet and a lovely bodyshape in profile with
a super topline and tuck-up..
2nd Davis’ ROWENDALE TEACAKE . Br. Quite a strong head but still femine and no hint of coarseness.
Her ears are set wide and high and are of a lovely shape and size. Great width between the eyes which are
set low down in the skull. She has a super nose placement at the correct height and with ample depth
through the foreface. She is well cushioned under the eyes and and has a most attractive fit of underjaw.
Good depth through the body and nice width of front and in profile she has a most pleasing bodyshape
which she maintains on the move.
3rd Fryer’s TIGRINE ALEXIS LAVIGNE. Fawn. Although she has quite a lot of work in her skull she is
feminine and in no way is it coarse. She has a lovely length from eye to ear and round dark expressive
eyes correctly placed. She has a good spread and depth of foreface with plenty of cushion and a nice fit of
underjaw. Good neck into a correct square front and shoulder with plenty of bone down to neat feet. Good
length of body and although she could have a little more shape to her topline she has a good tuck-up and a
well made hindquarter.

LB (14.2)
1st Conway & Chapman’s NORCAIRN DARK ENCOUNTER. Br. Very feminine and of correct size. She
has a nicely balanced head with a well placed nose which has open nostrils. She has a lovely fit of
underjaw and well defined cheeks. Nicely arched neck into a well put together front which is square and
has ample depth. In profile she has a good tuck-up and a light hindquarter which is well muscled.
Beautifully presented and moved well.
2nd Fryer’s TIGRINE LOLA PRUSAS. Fawn. Feminine head and expression with a nicely made skull and
good earset and carriage. A well defined stop between round dark eyes and good depth to the foreface.
She has a cobby bodyshape and a good width of front with straight bone. A shapely topline and a good
underline leads to a nicely made backend.
3rd Brown’s SAKE DE ELKA GYVYBES ZYME AT KUREDEUX. Br. Lovely square skull with a correctly
domed forehead and round dark eyes set well apart. Plenty of width and depth to the foreface and well
filled under the eyes. She has a good front assembly with a square front and good depth and spring of rib.
Although she could have a little more roach she has otherwise a good bodyshape which is well
proportioned and of the correct length.

OB (19.9)
1st Kim’s MULTI CH KOKETTE DE LA PARURE.Br. This stunning bitch filled my eye as soon as she
walked in the ring. Such a look of quality with a beautiful head and expression. Her nose placement is
excellent and her beautiful round dark eyes correctly set low in her skull. She has the most lovely fit of
underjaw and is well padded in the foreface with ample cushion and well rounded cheeks. She is beautifully
balanced throughout with the correct length of neck into an unexaggerated but shapely topline, the
squarest of fronts with ample bone down to strong pasterns and neat well knuckled feet. She has the
correct tuck-up and a lightly made hindquarter giving her an excellent bodyshape. Moved and presented
superbly. It was a pleasure to award her the BCC.
2nd Dzikiewicz’ POL CH QUARELLE DE LA VIRREYNA. Br. Another outstanding bitch with a truly
captivating head and expression. She has strength but is feminine with just the correct amount of work in
her skull. She has a lovely front and shoulder with a natural squareness with ample bone and small well
knuckled feet. A compact bodyshape with lovely depth through the rib and a super chest and brisket. She
has a shapely topline and a good tuck-up and was such a pleasure to watch on the move. RCC.
3rd Wildman’s CH WILDAX MISS MONEYPENNY. Br. Incredible to think this outstanding bitch is now 7
years old and still competing at the highest level. Although age is creeping up on her a little, as it does with
all of us, she has lost little of her breed type and even less of her enthusiasm for the showring. Whether on
the table or strutting her stuff on the move she still shouts ‘French Bulldog’.

GCDS – B (1)
1st Johnson’s TILLCARR BERYL THE PERIL. Br.
Although she was VHC in the Junior class it was only her lack of maturity that stopped her attaining a
higher award. She has a nice head and expression with ears that are set high and used to advantage. She
has the makings of a very pleasing bodyshape but she just needs to thicken up through the body and get
that little bit of extra depth.
Graham Godfrey (Judge).

